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Accordingfy, the rule stated iin $i127 rrcogniZlis broad authority to
delegatr; in the prudently exercised discretion ofthe tmstee.

$ 22'1. Cren€mal Stanrfurd ol'Prudent Invesfinent
The tnrstee is undsr ar duty to the beneficiaries to
Inv$st and manage the funds of the trust as a pnrdent
investor wouldo irr lighrt of the purposes, termso
distribution requiremneffi, and other circumstances of
the trust.
(a) This standard requires the exercisc of reasonable
car$, skill, and caution, and is to be applied to
Invesfinents not in isolation but in the co'lrtext of the
mr$ portfolio ard as a part of an overall investment
straifery, which shrould incorporate risk and neturn
objr;ctives reasonnbly suitable to the &ust
O) In making and implementing invesfinent
deciisions, the trustse has a duty to diversify the
invrxsments of the tmrst unless, under th circumstnnces,
it is pnrdent not to dto rc.
(c) In addition, the fiurstee must:

(l) conform to fundamental fiduciary duties of
loyalty ($ 170) and Irnlpartiality ($ E3);
(2) act withr prudcnce in deciding whether and
hsw to delegate authrrity and in the selection and
zupervision of agents ($ 171); and
(3) incw only costs that are reasonable in
nmount and rnppropriate to the investment
responsibilities of the l[ust€eship ($ lS).
(d) The trusteels duties under this Section ane
sr*jrect to the rule of $ ?28, dealing primarily with
coilhary investrent provisiions of a trust or statute.
General Comment:

o.

Scope af the ru,l€, Except as otherwise provided by the
oiithe trust (see $$ 4 and 228), the trustee isunder aduty to
preservr) the trust property (see $ 176) and to make it productive
(see $ l8l). In doing so the trusrfee must exercise reasonable care,
skill, and caution and must act with undivided loyalty to the
berreficiades and with impartiality among them. This Topic deals
with tfur tmstee's perfcrrmance of these duties in making and
terrms

reviewinLg investrnents.
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r;ircumsitances and rcquircmenls of the trust and its beneficiaries,
lhe conttents and rcsioufties of l.he trust estate, and the nature and

charactrlristics of alailable invrsstment alternatives. To the extent
neoessary or approlriafi: to the making of informed irrvestmsnt
juclgmernts by the particuilar trustee, care also involves sec;uring and
cornside.ring the adrrice of oth,ers on a reasonable basis. It is
orclinarily satisfactorry that this jinformation and advice bs obtained
lrom sources on rvhiclh prudlent investors in the community
customarily rely. {}n the effects of a trustee's relianse on the
ad'r'ice of legal and investment counsel, see generally $ zal,
Comments 6 and c.
Thr: exercise of r;are alone is not sufficient, however, because a
trustee jis liable for losses resulting from failure to use the skill of
rm indiv'idual of ordinary intelli6lence. This is so despite the careful
use of all the skill ,of which thre particular trustee is capable.

On the otlpr han{ ilt follolvs from the requirement of care as
as from sound policy that, if ths fiu$'tss possssses a degree of
rlkilll grtriltsr than thnt of an individual of ordinary intelligence, the
lrustee is liable for a loss ttrat results from fuilure to make
rcs$onably diligent use of that rftill. So also, if a trustee,, such as a

rrell

corporate or profe.ssional fiduciary, procured appointment as
trustee by expressly or impliedly representing that it possessed
lyeater skill than ttnat of an individual of ordinary intelligence,
or if the trustee has or,represents that it has special facilities for
inrrestment management, the lrustee is liable for a loss that
resrults from failure to make reasonably diligent use of that
skill or of those special facilities. See $ n4.

The duff to exercise both care and skill in investment
management may require knourledge and experience greater than
thart of an individual of ordinary intelligence, depending on the
inl,estment strategy to be employed. This does not prevent an
orclinarily intelligenl; person from serving as a trustee. In that role,
ho,wever, such a person may have to take reasonable steps to
obtlain suffrcient competent adlvice, guidance, and assistance in
orcler to meet the stirndards of this Section and to formulate and
implement a prudent inrrestment strategy for the particular trust.
(Also, see Comments th and m, below, on the use of mutual
lunds and other investment pools.) In addition, a peruon who
serves ils trustee sh:ouldl be calpable of reasonably understanding
of prudent ffuslpeship. Simple, written guidelines
couinssl may be helpful for reference or
presentzrtion by an inexperienced trustee when conferring with an

ther basic duties

preparerl

by legal

inl'estment adviser.
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The standards olfltrusteeship are neither excessively demanding
nor monolithic. They shoul'd neither effectively preclude riervice by

conscientious family rnLemben; and friends nor permit casual,
iinarttentive behavior by trustees who can, because of their
r:xpertise, mest a higher than ordinary standard of conduct and
co.mpetence- Thus, the irpplicable requirements of care and skill
allow responsible indiviiduals of ordinary intelligence to serv€ as
lrustees and to adqpt rerasrlnatrle investment strategies of types
thrrt are appropri- irte tro their skills. Yet the standards require
lfrdluciaries possessing special facilities and skills to make those
rdvantages available to the; trust and its beneficiaries.
Beyond this, tlire pruclent investor rule, with its adaptable
requirements of care and sldll md its flexible standard of caution
(Comment e, below), doe;s not prevent trustees from prudently
pursuing an expectedly rewardiing investment strategy merely beoause that strategy is highll, dernanding, provided it is appropriate
both to the purposes and circumstances ofthe trust and to the skills
possessed by or available to the trustee. In the implemerrtation of
il permissible inveslment strategy, the trustee has the power and
may have a duty tro deleg;ate authority to others, ffi a prudent
imvestor would in the circumstarnces. See particularly Commenty,
l:elow. In so delegating, the trustee must exercise appropriate care
iurd skill in selecting; and supervising agents and in determining the
degree and terms of'the delegation. See generally g 225 and also
'$ 171,'Comment k.
llllrustration:

9. A portiron of A's residuary estate was left in trust to
help provide for the rvidow and children of A's deceased son, S,
until the youngest clhikl of S reaches age 24. Atthat time, the
trust estate is to be distributed by right of representation to S's
then living descend;ants. l'he will names A's other son, T, as
trustee. T is a successftrl young chem ist with a pharmaceutical
company and jis well acquainted with and trusted by the
beneficiaries, brut he has no experience with investment
matters. It apprears thert Tis qualified te serve as trustee; the
fac,ts do not sug;gest thiil he: lacks the skill to which he will be
held in that capaciqi.

In the above lllurstradon, Trmayneed instruction and guidance
tlrom responsible le,gal and finzurcial advisers on the naflue of his
iinrrestment duties (as well as other fiduciary duties) and on the
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if,hus, th,ese variours dir'tributircn requirements facing t;he trustec,
ellllbctirrelly serve to define the consequences of the volatilify risl,l
'vl'ith respect to a particullar trustl.

In umderstanding a trusrlee's duties with respect to thr:
rnimagement of risk, it is useful to distinguish betweerr
di,rersifiable (or "uncompensated") risk and market (or non*
djirrersiliable) risk thi$ is, in effc:ct, compensated through pricing irr
tlrc marketplace. nhe distinction is useful in considering fiduciar5,
responsibilities both in setting risk-level objectives and irr
diirrersilication of the ffust porffolio.
In the absencer of
,requirement

of

contrarry statute

or trust provision,

the:

cautiion ordinarirly imposes a duty to use reasonable:

ciile and skill in an eflbrt to minimize or at least

reduce:

dii''rersifiable risks. t0ften callecl non-market risk, or somrswhat

less;

prrccisely "specific" or "unique," risk, these are risks that can be:
neduced through prfoperr dliversification of a portfolio,, Because:

nmirket pricing cannot be expected to recognize and reward al
particular investor's failure, to diversi$, a trustee's acceptance ol'
tbriis type of risk cannot, withor.rt more, be justified on g;rounds o1'
enhancing expected refl.,rn. What has come to be calledl "modern
portfolio theory" olfifers anr insitructive conceptual frarn,twork for
urnder- standing and attempting; to cope with non-market, risk. The:
t:rustee's normal duty to diversi.fly in a reasonable manner, however,,
irs not derived fronr or legally defined by the principlres of any'
parrticular theory. See l(eporte,r's General Note on Comments er
tlrrrough fr for discu.ssions of a,sset pricing, Wpes of risk, and the
advantages of diversifi certio,n.
Another aspect of rrislc mimagement deals with market risk.
cl.filen called "systemic" or "systematic" risk, or more descriptively
ftrr present purposes, simpl'y non-diversifiable or compenisated risk.
TlLe trrustee's duties and objer:tives with respect to this second
cillegory of risk are flot as distinct as those with respect to'
diirrersifiable risk. They iinvolve quite subjective judgmenl;s that are,
essentially unavoidable in the process of asset management, addrr:ssing the appropriate degree of risk to be undertaken in pursuit.
'of o hig;her or lovrer lel,el of expected return from the trusl
prortfolio,, In this respect the trustee must take account of the
element rlf conservatism that is ordinarily implicit in the prudent.
in''restor rule's duty of rsaurtion. Opportunities for gain, however,
normally bear a direct relertionship to the degree of cornpensated
risk. Thus, although an inlerred, general duty to invest conservatively is ia traditionarl anrl acceprted feature of trust law, tl"rat duty is
necessariliy imprecise in its requirements and is apprlied with
cornsid€rable flexibiliry. (Despite the flexibility of the trust;ee's
79
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in this respecf it is often possible to obtain usef ul ando in a sense,
objective information about degrees of risk associated widr a stock or
bond or with a portfolio ,of securities. See Reportet's Notes.)
For purposes of under$mding and applying the fiduciary duty of
-risk
prndent investing, it is essmtial to recogrrze ihal.compqnCated

hld.

is not inlrerently
frclls,e, no objective, C€nrcrd lcggl
sgndard cur bc set br a &gftE of risk that is or is not pndent
under ffte ruIs of ftir Scctisn. Beneficiaries can be disserved bv
undue conservatism as well as by excessive risk-taking. Decisions
concerning a prudent or suitable level of market risk for a
particular trust can be reached rrnly after thoughtful consideration
of its purposes and all of'the relevant tnrst and beneficiary circumstances. This process includes, for example, balancing the trust's
return requirements with its tolerance for volatility. See Reporter's General Note on $ 227, Comments e through h.
iJ

If a trust cannot tolerate adverse outcomes in the short runo
the trustee should not adopt a high risk-reward strategy. The
principal reason for flexible application of the duty of caution is
that trusts differ considerably in their risk-bearing capacities. Risk
tolerances also vary from time to time during the life of most
trusts, especially private trusts,, shifting with the likelihood and
proximity of having to liquidate holdings in order to meet major
(certain or uncertain) trust obligations.

Normally, in investing the funds of a trust, the trustee's
strategy must make preservatio,n of the trust estate (including its
pwchasing power) a significant consideration. In most finrst
situations (see Comment l', belo'w, and also $ 232), the amount and
stability of income (again, normally including its purchasing power)
must also be given serious considrlration.
As a result of cost-consciousness and the duty of caution, the
general emphasis in the typical trustee's asset management prograrn is on long-term investmenrt. Changes in a company's circumstances, adaptation to trust and capital market developments, finetuning, and the like may, of course, justiff the selling and buying
of properties as an aspect of a prudent plan of asset allocation and
diversification (see Comment g below). This is consistent with the
trustee's ongoing duty to monitor invesfinents and to make
portfolio adjustments if and as appropriate, with attention to all
relevant considerations, irncluding tCIr consequences and other costs
associated with such transactions,
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duty of caution: reasonably sound diversification is fundamental to
the management of risk, regardless of the level of conservatism or

risk appropriate to the fiust in question, Therefore trustees
ordinarily have a duty to diversifu investments. See Comment
g, beloq lh pgrpose of'diversjification (apart from the role itmay
play in dlscharging the trustee's duty of impartial$ is not only tb
moderate risks that are inherrrfi in investing but also to reduce
risks that are notjustified by some prospect of gain.

Illustration:
I l. T is trustee of' a trust that pays its incorne to L for
life, with remainder tthereafffer to pass to R or R's issue. T has
adopted a continuousr, long-r[erm strategy of investing the trust
estatre in short-term bank andlfederal obligations. Alttiough in a
sense cautious, this iiinvesfinent program would ordinaiily be
viewed as failing te take aldequate account of the fiduciary
duff of caution as it appliesi to safeguarding the real value of
capital, and even of protectiing L's longer range interests with
respect to income. thus, unless specially justified by T, the
investment program is improper for a trust with the above
beneficial provisions.

The amount and stabiliity of income are important
considerations in investing trusr! funds, but so is preservation of
the trust estate. The latter objective ordinarily includes protecting
the purchasing power of principal and usually that of its income
stream in the future, here overL's lifetime.
Possible justificatiorns for the pattern of investment in
Illustration ll 'are discussed in connection with Illustration 7,
above, involving the ofterr related duty of impartiality. In addition,
secure, short-term debt investmerrts likethose in Illustration I I may
well be acceptable and prudent in the case of a trust of relatively
sh.ort duration administered, for example, primarily for the benefit of
one beneficiary until he or she attains a specified age. Or, even
assuming fiindamentally differernt successive beneficial interests,
suclh a pattern of investment may be suitable to a trust in which
either the irrvestment pnogram may properly favor the income
beneficiary (for example, if this is a permissible alternative to
invading principal) or the amount of income does not determine the
rights of the, various beneficiarires (such as when income may be
accumulatedl or when distrilbutions are based on support needs).
Cornpare generally Comment f (on impartiality) and Comment g (on
diversificaticn), below. Se,e afise S 232.
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Ilhustration:
12.

W bequeathrs her

restate

to T in

trust

for H (W's

survivirng spouse) for life, lvith any remaining principal at H's
death to go to a defined class

of w's relatives. T, personally a
of the trust funds in the
common stock of thrree carefully analyzed and selected
corporartions of the 'bmerlging growth varieer" in which T
successful investor, investsr the bulk

to

had rrnde his ov'/n fortune. This failure
exercise
reasonable caution cnnstituies a breach of trust. Therefore,
the inv,estments do 'baclly, T will be personally liable for the
losses lhat result from thir; breach.
the investments are
successful, of course, H and the other beneficiaries of the
trust will receive and retain the benefits.

if

If

The possible surcharge of r in the above Illustration is not
siimply based on the results obtained. The test of prudence is one
of ,conduct, not one of performarnce. If liability results in this case
it is becaus: To in violafion of his duty of caution, has failed
reasonably to diversi$r tlhe trus1t's investments and also appears to
have undertaken excessi,i'e risksi in quest of high returns.

Failure to diversiff ron a reasonable basis in order to reduce
unsompsnsrilcd risk is ordinarilty a violation of bolh the duty of
caution 4nd fte duties of care and skill. Sffi Reportct's Notes; also
selB
bslpw' on the usc of mutual funds and other
trDoId res&rrcnt arfangcmenlts for this prrpose. On the other
hand,
FndEnt inyestor nrle is considersbly more flexible in
rquestions oonrcerniqg the degree of compensat€d risk,

qpeotiom rof ,cons€r"atisn.

This flexibility is

appropriate because of the tradeoff between risk and expected
retum, and because a considerartion of the purposes, obligations,
ancl circum- stances of' the trust is proper in evaluating the
suilrability of a trustee's invesrlment strategy. Nevertheless, the
farcts of Illustration 12 suggest no justification for the described
degpee of commitment to a high-risk-and-reward strategy. . The
r€:aison, horryever, is not that rLhe investment of trust funds in
rerlatively un-established enterprrises is impermissible if done in a
prudent manner in appropriate trust situations. See Comment p,
below, and, more generally, Reporter's Notes.

On the measure of loss fiom a violation of the duty to
diversify, or from other breaches of trust, see $$ 205,210, and
2Tl; also compare $ 2I3.
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rfone or two of the corporations in the foregoing illustration
had perfonned very poorly and the other or others had done very
well, the qrnestion would arise of whether the gains and the losses
from multiple breaches of trust may be offset. This question is
considered in $ 218.
Comment ,on Prudent Investing:

f. Background principles .for prudent irwesting. There are
no universally accepted and enduring theories of financial markets
or prescriptions for investment that can provide clear and specific
guidance to frustees and courts. Varied approaches to the prudent
investment of trust funds are therefore permitted by the law. This
does not mean, however, that the legal standard of prudence is
without sulxtantive content or that there are no principles by which
the fiduciary's conduct may be guided and judged. A trustee's
approach to investing mrust be rcasonably supported in concept and
must be implemented wfrth proper care, skill, and caution. Further.
more, although competing theories of investment provide some
conflicting signals, they also offer some consistent themes with
respect te matters on which the,re is general agreement.
Generalizations based

on the latter are

central to

understanding and applying the prudence standard of this Section.
See particularly paragraphs (l) through (5) at the end of the
Introduction, above, to this Topic 5 for a swnmary of the
principles developed throughout this Section. Also see Reporter's
General No'te on $ zz7,Comments ethrough ft.

Beyond the general principles discussed in Comments d (on
skill) and e (caution)o above, several generalizations are
appropriate' to note concerning prudent investing by trustees:
(l) Trustees, like other prudent investors, prefer (and, as
fiducirim, ordinarily have a duty to seek) the lowest level of risk
and cost for a particular level of expected refurn - or, inversely, the
highest return for a given level of risk and cost.
(2) fip$,cific inv$mrentg or techniqrne qrt nor ptr s pnd-ent
or iqpri#ent The riskiness of' a specific property, and thus the
propriety of its inclusion in the trust estate, is not judged in the
abstract but in terms of its arrticipated effect on the particular
trust's porffolio. (See Commerfi g below.) The same is true of
specific courses of action, such as the "defensive" use of options
seeking to reduce the risk of an invesfinent sfategy and to do so
at a lower "price" in rterms ,of program goals than might be
exacted by converting to a more conservative portfolio of assets.
care and
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(3) Divensification is fundamental to ffre manqgement of risk
and is therefore a pervasive consideration in prudent investnent
managsxnent. So far as practicaln the du$ to diversi$ ordinarily
applies sven within a portion of a trust portfolio that is limited to
assets of a particulr tlpe or having special characteristics.
(4) Passive investors raise the expected return of efficient,
diversified portfolios by increasing their degree of market risk"
This increase in risk requires a fiduciary judgment that a trust, in
light of the amounts and timing of its cash needs and obligations,
is in a position to accept the resulting risk of greater volatility in
asset values, and therefore in portfolio performance for any given
year or period. (Thus, a particular danger to be considered is that
of having to raise significant amounts of cash for distribution in a
down market.) The volatility a,ssociated with a sffategy involving
increased risk will ordinarily have considerably more impact on
the trust's principal account than on its income account.
(5) Departures from an ordinarily suitable, diversified
portfoli,o may be justified by special circumstances or
opportunities of a particular trust or by peculiar risks facing its
beneficiary families. Departures might also be justified by:
specialized investment cap- abilities of or available to the trustee;
special interests or rnanagerial abilities of beneficiaries; or special
settler ohiediveq including particular asset holdings that are
preferred or encouraged by the terms of the trust (see $ 228,
Comments d through g ). The greater the departure, the heavier
the trustee's burden to justiff the strategy in question.

g. Risk and tlrc requirement of diversification. The objective of
prudent risk management imposes on the trustee a duty to
diversifu trust inve$tments unless, under the circumstances, the
objectives of both prirdent risk management and impartialrty can be
satisfied without dotirg so, or unless special considerations make it
prudent not to divefsiff in the particular fiust sinration. On the
relationship of the dlversificatiion requirement to the fustee's duty

of impartialrty,

see Comment l, below, and also Illustration 7 in
Comment c, above. See also, especially when Treasury and other
essentially "safe" debt secwities are involved, Illustration I I and
the accompanying discussion inr Comm ente,above.
Asset allocatioq decision$ af,e a fundamental aspect of an
investrrngnt strategy and a starting point in formulating a plan of
diversification. They deal with the categories of invesfrnents to be
included in a trust portfolio and the portions of the tnrst estate to
be allopatpd to each. These decisions are subject to adjustment
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from time 1o time as changes occur in economic conditions or
expectations or in the needs-or invesfinent obiectives of dre ftust.
Basic asset classifications might hegin with cash eguivalents, bonds,
-and
asset-backed securitieso real estate,
corporate stocks, with both
debt and eqwty categories further divided by their general risk-reward
or income/growth characteristics, by the domeitic, foreign" taxexempt or olher characteristics ofthe issuers, and the like.
There is no defined set of asset categories te be considered by
lduciary investors. Nor does a tnrstee's-general duty to diversify-a
investments assume that all basic categories are to be represented in
trust's portfolio. In fact, given the variety of defensible investment
strategies and the wide variations in tust purposes, tems,
obligations, and other circumstances, diversification- concerns do not
necessarily preclude an asset allocation plan that emphasizes a single
category of invesfinents as long as the requirements ofboth cautibn
and impartiality are ascommodated in a manner suit- able to the
objectives of the particular fiust.
Investrnent values are based on projections of future refurn,
which take account of changes in market price as well as cash
receipts. Value depen{s, ho#ever,
-not gnly on -exptctatio_n_s concerning average return from an asset but also on volatility and the risk
of departures ("variance") from that average. For example, cofitmon
qtocks can be expected to outperform bonds in the long run but yet to
pogrer returns-wen negative returns-during iome periods.
tt*r
Becauie investors are risk avets-e, they require exffa-compensa:tion for
increased risk. The investor's rewbrd for adcepting a greafer fikelihood

of volatile returns follows from the lower niart<Et piice at which the
investor is able to purchase the invesfinent.

Events affecting {he economy do not affect the value of all

invesffirents in the samo way. Thus, effective diversification de- pends
not only gq fte numbel gf asses in a nust porfolio but also oh the
ways and degrees in uihich their responses to economic events tend
to cancel or neutralitr one another. Consequently? an othennise

dubiors, volatile invesfuent
dnbious,
i
can make a majof contihrtion to risk
managemflrt if tre shifts in its rcturns tendhot to correlate with the
movemenfs of other i{vesfinents in the portfolio. This is a major
fasgn. why diversifiofo.o p .naryqd 11d ryhy the prudenrc g{.u
tustee's rtwq@ent is fo be judged by its role in the irust portfolio
I
rather than in isolation. Seetofrments e and/, above.
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As a re;sult of the terndency of the value fluctuations of differto offset one another, a portfolio's risk is less than the
werighted average of the risk oll its individual holdings. A portfoliio's expeqtred return, on the rother hand, is simply a weighted
average of the expected returns of the individual assets. Thus, the
e4pected return is not allfected by the portfolio's reduced level of
what is oft'en called "specific'" or "unique" risk-insofar as those
terms are used to refer to risks that can be reduced by
d,irrersification. Other lypes ,of risk, however, are generally
compensatr:d through rmarket pricing, so that the expected
rreturn from an investmrent or portfolio is directly affected by the
lsrrel of these risks that cannol; be diversified away-the so-called
"market" or "systematic;" risks. Accordingly, u trustee's duty of
p,rudent in- vesting norxnally cralls for reasonable efforts to reduce
diversifiabh risks, while no such generalization can be made with
nespect to market risk. See cliscussion of risk management in
Comment €:, above, dealing withL the duty ofcaution.
Signifircant diversifirpation radvantages can be achieved with a
small numbrcr of well-selected securities representing different industries. and having other diflerences in their qualities. Broader
diiversification, however, is usu'ally to be preferred in trust investirq;. Broadrsned diversifiication may lead to additional transaction
corstso at lea,st initially, but the constraining effect ofthese costs can
gernerally be dealt with quite effectively through pooled investing.
Siee Comrlreilt n, below., Henc,e, thorough diversification is practiical for ,ne,arly all trustrees. Tlhe ultimate goal of diversification
vrould be to achieve a porrfolio with only the rewarded or "market"
eni[ assets

element of risk.

The rationale of the fust lads requirement of diversification is
more than conservatism or a duty of caution, which admonishes
firustees not to take excessive risks-that is, not to take risks higher
them suitable to a trust's purposes, return requirementso and other
circumstanr;es. The gene,ral duty to diversi$/ further ex- presses a
vraming rto tustees, predicated on the duff to exercise care and
skilll, against taking bad nisks - ones in which there is unwarranted
darnger of loss, or volatili{y that is not compensated by
commensuriile opportunitjies for gah. Thus, while risk-taking cannot
neerlisticaffi1'be forbidden, or subjected to an arbitrary ceiling, it is
noquired to be done prudently. A central feature of such prudence
orclinarily is the rcduction of uncompensated risk through
diversification.
This generalization does not apply to non-diversifiable, compensat,ed risk. In constructing a portfolio, the degree of such risk in a
tnrst's inverstment program is properly a matter of conscious
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